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Abstract: Even if the unification and supersymmetry breaking scales are around 106
to 109 TeV, a large At coupling may be entirely generated at low energies through RGE
evolution in the 5D MSSM. Independent of the precise details of supersymmetry breaking,
we take advantage of power law running in five dimensions and a compactification scale
in the 10 − 103 TeV range to show how the gluino mass may drive a large enough At to
achieve the required 125.5 GeV Higgs mass. This also allows for sub-TeV stops, possibly
observable at the LHC, and preserving GUT unification, thereby resulting in improved
naturalness properties with respect to the four dimensional MSSM. The results apply also
to models of “split families” in which the first and second generation matter fields are in
the bulk and the third is on the boundary, which may assist in the generation of light stops
whilst satisfying collider constraints on the first two generations of squarks.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of a scalar particle of mass mh ∼ 125.5 GeV [1, 2], consistent with the
Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson, in the context of the Minimal Supersymmetric SM
(MSSM), motivates considering models of supersymmetry breaking in which stops masses
are heavy, of the order of 10 TeV or greater, or models in which a sufficiently large At can be
generated at low scales. In most models of supersymmetry breaking, choosing heavy stops
results in the entire coloured sparticle spectrum becoming rather heavy, beyond the reach of
the LHC, and is consequently phenomenologically less interesting1. The second possibility,
of large At, allows for light stops perhaps below 1 TeV, which is allowed by current collider
bounds [6, 7] and is aesthetically preferred as it greatly reduces the required fine tuning of
the Higgs mass from δm2Hu .
Models of supersymmetry breaking with a large At at the electroweak scale are usu-
ally considered rather difficult to obtain however. For example, in a generic supergravity
1Some recent interesting alternatives may be found in [3–5].
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mediated scenario, one should expect all trilinear soft breaking terms, Au/d/e(i, j), to be
of the same order, such that a model in which Au(3, 3) = At is sufficiently large is al-
ready excluded by flavour constraints on the other off-diagonal elements. Additional ad
hoc symmetries are then required without motivation, to reduce the soft breaking terms to
the diagonal elements only. Equally, in minimal gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking
(mGMSB) trilinear terms such as At are vanishing at the supersymmetry breaking scale
M , and a large At can only be generated via a rather long period of renormalisation group
(RG) evolution. This requires the supersymmetry breaking scale to be very high, which is
also detrimental to the naturalness of the theory.
A purely radiatively generated At does, however, have some positive features: the
relative hierarchy of Yukawas and the large size of the top Yukawa, Yt, allows for a hierarchy
amongst the trilinear soft breaking terms, in which At is driven through RG equations
(RGEs) almost entirely from the gluino mass M3, where such a hierarchy between trilinear
breaking terms can naturally satisfy flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) constraints.
It is therefore worthwhile to consider extensions of the MSSM that may accelerate the RGE
evolution of Yt or At or both.
In this paper we will show that a five dimensional (5D) MSSM with compactification
scale of O(10− 103) TeV2, and correspondingly a low unification scale of 109 TeV or lower
can naturally, through power law running [8], achieve a large At at low scales. The largeness
of At is driven by the size of the gluino mass M3, which is necessary to be above collider
bounds, but is largely independent of how supersymmetry is broken. We simply assume
that At(MGUT ) ∼ 0 and is entirely generated through renormalisation. In addition we have
explored the case when all three generations are on the boundary and the “split families”
case when the 3rd generation of matter multiplets is on the boundary and the first two
are in the bulk. Our results hold similarly for both case, but the second may be more
favourable to generate a hierarchy of soft masses m2(Q,U,D)3
 m2(Q,U,D)1,2, which should be
more natural and phenomenologically more interesting as stops can then be much lighter,
and within reach of the LHC.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the setup and explore the
RGEs of a number of parameters from the unification scale to the electroweak scale, in
particular focusing on achieving a large At parameter. In section 3 we use the achieved
values of At in our models to estimate the necessary size of the lightest stop mass, to obtain
the currently observed Higgs mass, in particular emphasing that the 5D MSSM allows for
sub-TeV stops due to the sizable At. We discuss in section 4 some different scenarios for
supersymmetry breaking. In section 5 we discuss our results and how this work may be
extended. Appendix A supplies our conventions for the 5D MSSM and in appendix B we
supply the full one-loop 5D RGE’s for all supersymmetric and soft term parameters of our
model, which is also an important calculational result of this work.
2As in our model the Kaluza-Klein mode of the bulk U(1) supplies a Z′, collider exclusions set a lower
bound on the compactification scale to be a O(5) TeV.
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Figure 1. Running of the inverse fine structure constants α−1(E), for three different values of the
compactification scales 10 TeV (top left panel), 103 TeV (top right), 105 TeV (bottom left) and 1012
TeV (bottom right), with M3 of 1.7 TeV, as a function of log(E/GeV).
2 Generating large At in the 5D MSSM
In this section we describe the details and the setup of our model, we describe our param-
eterisation of the UV boundary conditions such as the supersymmetry breaking and the
electroweak boundary conditions. We then discuss our results for the evolution of various
parameters of our model.
2.1 The setup
We define the 5D MSSM to be a field theory on a four dimensional space-time, times an
interval of length R in which the SM SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge fields and the Higgses
(Hu, Hd) propagate into the fifth dimension. As a result these fields will have Kaluza-Klein
modes which contribute to the RGEs at Q > 1/R and additional matter associated to five
dimensional N = 1 super Yang-Mills. Different possibilities of localisation for the matter
fields can be studied, however we shall consider first the limiting case with SM matter fields
restricted to the y = 0 brane, and we supply the RGEs for this scenario in appendix B.
Therefore there will be no additional Kaluza-Klein contributions of these matter fields to
the RGEs. In a specific setup, only the third family is restricted to the brane, while the
light generations are allowed to propagate in the bulk. Note however that from the point
of view of numerical results this case is not much different from restricting all the three
generations to the brane, as the only large effects in the renormalisation group evolution
– 3 –
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Figure 2. Running of Yukawa couplings Yi, for three different values of the compactification scales:
10 TeV (top left panel), 103 TeV (top right), 105 TeV (bottom left) and 1012 TeV (bottom right),
with M3[10
3] of 1.7 TeV, as a function of log(E/GeV).
are due to the third family coefficients, while the first two generations play only a minor
role. Even if in the following we will explicitly discuss the case of all three fermion families
restricted to the brane, we have checked numerically that restricting to the brane only the
third family does not qualitatively change our conclusions. Note also that five dimensional
super Yang-Mills have additional matter fields, such as colour adjoint chiral superfields
[9, 10], compared to its four dimensional counterparts and these can influence the RGEs.
Regarding the breaking of supersymmetry, whilst gauge mediation is favoured (and
some recent work on gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking in a five dimensional con-
text may be found in [11–17]), ultimately the universality of squark massses in GMSB mean
that even though the gaugino mediated limit [18–21] might allow for light squarks (and 5D
RGE evolution allows for a large At and the observed Higgs mass), the collider bounds on
first and second generation squarks [22, 23], in the supra-TeV range would apply also to
the 3rd generation squarks, i.e. the stops, which as discussed before, is both phenomeno-
logically less interesting and unnatural. Therefore we wish for some other description of
supersymmetry breaking that may allow for stops to be lighter than their first and second
generation counterparts, such as in [4, 5]. In this paper we will therefore be rather ag-
nostic about the precise details of how supersymmetry is broken and as a result also our
conclusions will apply quite generally. We do however make some minimal specifications:
• We take as inputs the Yukawa and gauge couplings at the SUSY scale, 1 TeV.
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Figure 3. Running of trilinear soft terms Ai(3, 3)(E), for three different values of the compacti-
fication scales 10 TeV (top left panel), 103 TeV (top right), 105 TeV (bottom left) and 1012 TeV
(bottom right), with M3[10
3] of 1.7 TeV, as a function of log(E/GeV).
• We will assume supersymmetry breaking occurs at the unification scale, which is
found by finding the scale at which g1 = g2, which is lowered compared to the 4D
MSSM, by the effects of the compactification.
• We specify the value of the gluino mass, M3 at 1 TeV.
• We take the trilinear soft breaking terms, Au/d/e, to vanish at the unification scale.
Our procedure is to solve the combined set of differential equations numerically using the
above conditions, taking the “third family” approximation in which we only evolve third
generation RGEs, although the full RGEs are supplied in appendix B. This approximation
is quite standard and is due to the relative smallness of the other Yukawa couplings (at
least one order of magnitude) compared to those of the third generation and as a result
the other A-term values are also very small. We further specified some parameters such
as µ, Bµ and the value of the sfermion masses (∼ 1 TeV) so as to allow for the RGEs to
be solved, but these do not affect the overall result. We solved the differential equations
between Qmin = 10
3 GeV and Qmax, which was typically only one order larger than the
unification scale, for each scenario explored. The details of the RGEs and how the Kaluza-
Klein summation is accounted for is discussed in appendix B.
An interesting feature of the 5D MSSM is the approximate unification of gauge cou-
plings [24–28], which is here calculated to one-loop and presented in figure 1 for various
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compactification scales. The key feature of figure 1 is that with a larger compactification
radius the unification scale can be significantly lowered, lowering the desert of scales be-
tween the electroweak scale and unification. In this paper we will take the unification scale
to be the scale of supersymmetry breaking such that a lower supersymmetry breaking scale
will also assist in improving the naturalness of each model, as we shall see later.
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Figure 4. Running of trilinear soft terms Ai(3, 3)(E), for three different values of gluino masses,
M3: 1.7 TeV (top left panel), 3 TeV (top right panel) and 5 TeV (bottom panel), with R
−1 of 10
TeV, as a function of log(E/GeV).
We also specify the Yukawa coupling RGE [29–33] boundary conditions at 1 TeV, which
interestingly appear to vanish when evolved to the unification scale as shown in figure 2.
Let us now focus on the evolution of the At terms. As mentioned before, we fix a
low scale value of the gluino mass M3 and set a high scale boundary condition that the
Ai’s vanish, and then solve the set of equations. The results are presented in figure 3
for various compactification radii, and then for a fixed radius of 10 TeV but for varying
gluino mass M3 in figure 4. We see in figure 3 that by increasing the compactificaton
radius one can increase the size of the trilinear soft breaking term. Figure 4 shows that
after a reasonable period of RG evolution the At mimics the magnitude of the final value
of the gluino mass, at 1/R ∼ 10 TeV, such that at low scales |At| ∼ M3. Therefore, for
this compacitification radius an O(2) TeV gluino can generate a reasonably large size At
at low scales, but with an initially low unification scale. If we associate the unification
scale with the Messenger scale, which is where we assume the A-terms to vanish, in the
context of GMSB for example, this suggests that we can still have a low messenger scale
of 106 − 109 GeV, for a sufficiently large compactification radius. Equally we could have
– 6 –
a small compactification radius, in which case we would need a very high initial scale of
running to obtain similar sized A-terms, which is detrimental to the naturalness of the
theory, as pictured figure 3 bottom right panel. To summarise, we may achieve a large
At term by exchanging a high initial supersymmetry breaking scale such as in the four
dimensional MSSM, for a larger compactification radius and a lower initial supersymmetry
breaking scale. Such a scenario has improved naturalness properties and is favourable from
this perspective.
3 Light Stops Without the Desert
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Figure 5. A plot of the one loop Higgs mass versus the lightest stop mass for representative values
of Xt = At − µ cotβ, corresponding to those of the 5D MSSM.
An important result of obtaining large At at low scales is that one may then achieve
the correct Higgs mass with a lower stop mass scale. Using the (MSSM) one-loop Higgs
mass in the limit mA0  mZ [34–38] one has
m2h,1 ' m2z cos2 2β +
3
4pi2
m4t
v2ew
[
ln
M2S
m2t
+
X2t
M2S
(
1− X
2
t
12M2S
)]
, (3.1)
where vew is the electroweak Higgs vev, Xt = At − µ cotβ and M2S = mt˜1mt˜2 . Fixing
mh,1 = 125.5 GeV, mZ = 91 GeV, µ = 200 for tanβ = 10 we can see in figure 5 that for
representative values of At achievable in the 5D MSSM, one may easily accommodate the
lightest stop mass in the sub-TeV range.
Let us also discuss the model’s dependence on the value of tanβ as pictured in figure 6.
The precise value of tanβ will depend greatly on how µ and Bµ are addressed in the context
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of supersymmetry breaking and hence the solution of the vacuum tadpole equations, but
regardless of this, for values of tanβ > 10 the functions are approximately flat and we
expect the value to fall within this interval. We expect that the µ term is naturally of the
order of the electroweak scale, where in figure 5 we took a slightly large µ value of 400 GeV
and in figure 6 we took 200 GeV, leading typically to light Higgsinos and winos.
These models have an interesting additional naturalness feature: the lowered unifica-
tion and supersymmetry breaking scale necessary compared to the 4D MSSM, results in a
lowered cutoff to radiative corrections, for example, on stops from the gluino:
δm2
t˜
=
2g23
3pi2
M23 log
(
MSUSY
M3
)
. (3.2)
If the susy breaking scale can then be kept low enough, this can allow for stops remaining
light as well as reduced radiative corrections on the Higgs mass,
δm2Hu = −
3y2t
8pi2
(m2Q3 +m
2
U3 +A
2
t ) log
(
MSUSY
mt˜
)
. (3.3)
The details will depend on how supersymmetry is parameterised at the SUSY breaking
scale and as such will be part of a future study, however it should be clear that an
MSUSY ∼ MGUT of 106 GeV would fair much better than 1016 GeV, with regard to
radiative corrections to fine tuning.
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Figure 6. A plot of the one loop Higgs mass versus tanβ for different values of the stop mass, for
Xt = At − µ cotβ of −500 GeV (left panel) and −1.5 TeV (right panel).
4 Compatible models of supersymmetry breaking
As the feature of a large At term from RG evolution with a small compactification scale is
rather generic, we have so far been agnostic about the specific details of how supersymmetry
is broken. There are a number of models of supersymmety breaking that may be compatible
with our setup so here we describe them and some additional features of the sparticle
spectrum that we can infer.
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4.1 Sequestered super-gravity mediation
Four dimensional super-gravity mediation has a number of issues that need to be overcome.
Firstly the theory is non-renormalisable and as such one-loop calcutions of the soft masses
should not be trusted. Even if the resulting soft masses are all set from dimensional analysis
arguments, this leads to large FCNCs as all entries in the Au/d/e(3, 3) would be of the same
order, as discussed in the introduction. Further one should generically expect large mixings
between the Ka¨hler potentials of the visible sector and SUSY breaking matter fields, such
that soft scalar masses are not flavour universal.
Sequestered or brane to brane super-gravity mediation [39–43] overcomes many of these
drawbacks: supersymmetry breaking effects are calculable and finite at one-loop. Mixing
of Ka¨hler potentials at tree level does not arise due to spatial separation of the visible and
hidden sectors. In this scenario, A-terms would be vanishing at the high scale and our
results might then be compatible with this scenario by having purely radiatively induced
A-terms. Sequestered supergravity mediation is therefore a favourable model compatible
with our results.
Even though we do not specify many details of the setup, we may already make some
comments on the sort of spectrum of this scenario:
• The lightest superparticle may be the sneutrino (stau), neutralino (neutral wino, bino
or Higgsino), generically.
• The gravitino mass is given by M3/2 ∼ F√3MPl and may arguably be related to that of
the gluino mass, M3 = −3 g
2
3
16pi2
m3/2, which we took to be just above current exclusion,
1.7 TeV.
Any physical effect due to “anomaly mediation” is an effect of integrating out the non-
propagating degrees of freedom of the super-gravity multiplet, it should also by default be
accounted for in the parameterisation of the soft terms.
Of course a more complete picture will have some drawbacks that should be overcome.
A natural model should have 3rd generation squarks lighter than the 1st and 2nd (perhaps
from spatially localising the fields away from the source of supersymmetry breaking). Yet, it
should also explain the generation of the Higgs sector soft masses that allow for a solution
of µ/Bµ and generate electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and such problems are
easier to address in the context of gravity mediation. We have checked that having the 1st
and 2nd generation in the bulk and the third generation on the boundary does not effect
our results, essentially as the modification of the RGEs between each case only effects the
Yukawa terms and not the terms proportional to gauge couplings and in particular the
dominant effect is from the gluino soft mass.
4.2 Gauge mediation
We may also expect a gauge mediated scenario compatible with this setup. In this case:
• The gravitino is the LSP with sneutrino or neutralino NLSP.
– 9 –
• We expect approximately flavour diagonal (if not flavour universal) soft terms.
• The gaugino mass is M3 = g
2
3
16pi2
Λf˜ and is not directly related to m3/2 ∼ F√3MPl ,
Although we could take Λf˜ =
F
Mmess
and Mmess ∼Munification, where Munification ∼
O(10− 100)× 1/R i.e. ten times the compacitifaction radius, as can be seen in figure
1.
Again the µ/Bµ problem should be addressed and indeed the issue of a natural spectrum
in the squark sector (light stops). A µ-term of a few hundred GeV should also lead to light
Higgsinos, observable at the ILC.
In either scenario, we intend for naturally light stops, as can be accommodated by
the large At term, but for which we do not yet specify a fully complete picture. This
setup may also be compatible with other models of supersymmetry breaking, although a
“natural spectrum” is possible in some scenarios, light stops may not always be achievable
in all models. In the cases discussed above, the soft terms are finite and do not depend
on the cutoff, all three being non-local, the first two being due to one loop diagrams that
propagate in the bulk from boundary to boundary where the radius acts as a regulator on
the loop diagrams.
5 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we have explored how a five dimensional extension of the MSSM may gener-
ate a sufficiently large At parameter to achieve the observed Higgs mass and have sub-TeV
stops, perhaps observable at the LHC. We computed the full one-loop RGEs for all super-
symmetric and soft breaking parameters and then solved these equations for a given set of
boundary conditions. The results are rather interesting: We find that Yukawa couplings
may be made to unify and approximately vanish at the unification scale of the gauge cou-
plings, for a low compactification scale, in this setup. Further we find that the magnitude
of At follows closely that of the magnitude of the gluino mass M3 and increases as the com-
pactification scale decreases, such that a large negative At may be achieved at low energies
from a 10−104 TeV compactification radius and RGE evolution from the unification scale,
for a gluino mass above but not far from the current collider bounds of around 1600 GeV.
Such a result is sufficiently general and independent of how supersymmetry is broken. A
key and generic point of this work is that one may achieve larger At terms at lower scales
than are usually associated with the MSSM, by changing the UV physics and the RGEs, as
such we should perhaps take the relative heavy size of the Higgs, at 125.5 GeV as a predic-
tion of new non-miminal physics that can effect RGEs, and not necessarily pessimistically
conclude that stops are supra-TeV in scale. The compactification scale could be as low as
a few TeV, with collider bounds on Z ′’s being the main lower bound on this value, but
electroweak precision may also be an interesting indirect constraint to explore further, due
to the additional matter of this type of scenario.
The size of |At| is also bounded, and cannot be too large, as it results in an instability
of the electroweak vacua to tunnel to charge and colour breaking vacua, (see for example
[44]). It is interesting to consider then, the relationship between gluino mass M3, the radius
– 10 –
of compactification R, and the magnitude of At. For a fixed 10 TeV radius, one cannot
make M3 arbitrarily large, or it induces too large an |At|, as can be seen in figure 4 and
the electroweak vacuum becomes unstable. Similarly for a fixed M3, the radius cannot be
made arbitrarily large, giving an indirect bound on the size of the extra dimension.
To extend this work, it would be interesting to explore if warped or holographic sce-
narios [12, 15, 45] may also achieve a large At, as one expects logarithmic [27] rather than
power law running in these models. In five dimensions, one may also take advantage of
non-decoupled D-terms [46–48] such as in [3] to achieve a larger tree level Higgs mass. More
ambitiously, whilst in this paper these RGEs have been solved numerically at one-loop, a
full and dedicated spectrum generator which implemented these 5D RGEs and various
features may then give a far richer phenomenological study.
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A The action and conventions
In this appendix we will derive the most important RGEs for this paper. Many of the
equations are most easily computed in the superfield formalism and so we will first introduce
the conventions for writing the five dimensional super Yang-Mills (SYM) action in four
dimensional superspace. This action corresponds to N = 2 in the 4D perspective. We
compactify on an orbifold, S1/Z2, such that SYM becomes a N = 1 positive parity vector
multiplet and negative parity chiral multiplet. These conventions are based on [18, 29, 49].
The maximal SYM case in five dimensions reduced to 4D superspace may be found in [17].
A.1 The Non-Abelian bulk action
The off-shell N = 1 pure super Yang-Mills theory may be written in components:
SSYM5D =
∫
d5x Tr
[
−1
2
(FMN )
2 − (DMΣ)2 − iλ¯iγMDMλi + (Xa)2 + g5 λ¯i[Σ, λi]
]
, (A.1)
where M,N run over 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, while µ, ν run over 0, 1, 2, 3. The gauge group generators
and the metric are Tr(TATB) = 12δ
AB and ηMN = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1). The coupling 1/g25
has been rescaled inside the covariant derivative, DM = ∂M + ig5AM , where AM is a
standard gauge vector field and FMN its field strength. The other fields are a real scalar Σ,
an SU(2)R triplet of real auxiliary fields X
a, a = 1, 2, 3 and a symplectic Majorana spinor
λi with i = 1, 2 which form an SU(2)R doublet. The reality condition is
λi = ijCλ¯Tj (A.2)
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where 12 = 1 and C is the 5D charge conjugation matrix CγMC−1 = (γM )T . An explicit
realisation of the Clifford algebra {γM , γN} = −2ηMN is
γM =
((
0 σµαα˙
σ¯µα˙α 0
)
,
(
−i 0
0 i
))
, and C =
(
−αβ 0
0 α˙β˙
)
, (A.3)
where σµαα˙ = (1, ~σ) and σ¯
µα˙α = (1,−~σ). α, α˙ are spinor indices of SL(2, C). For the SU(2)R
indices we define
ij =
(
0 −1
1 0,
)
ij =
(
0 1
−1 0,
)
(A.4)
The superalgebra is given by
{Qi, Q¯j} = 2γMPMδi,j . (A.5)
The symplectic Majorana spinor supersymmetry parameter is ¯i = 
†
iγ
0, which are
also symplectic Majorana. To clarify notation we temporarily display all labels, writing
the Dirac spinor in two component form ψi T = (ψLiα , ψ¯
Rα˙i) and ψ¯i = (ψ
Rα
i , ψ¯
L
α˙i). The bar
on the two component spinor denotes the complex conjugate representation of SL(2, C).
In particular, the reality condition (A.2) implies that
λ1 =
(
λLα
λ¯α˙R
)
, λ2 =
(
λRα
−λ¯α˙L
)
, (λ¯1)
T =
(
λαR
λ¯Lα˙
)
, (λ¯2)
T =
(
−λαL
λ¯Rα˙
)
, (A.6)
so the SU(2)R index on a two component spinor is a redundant label.
Next, using an orbifold S1/Z2 the boundaries will preserve only half of the N = 2
symmetries. We choose to preserve L and set R = 0. The conjugate representations are
constrained by the reality condition A.2.
We may therefore write a 5D N = 1 vector multiplet as a 4D vector multiplet and a
chiral superfield:
V =− θσµθ¯Aµ + iθ¯2θλ− iθ2θ¯λ¯+ 1
2
θ¯2θ2D, (A.7)
Φ =
1√
2
(Σ + iA5) +
√
2θχ+ θ2F , (A.8)
where the identifications between 5D and 4D fields are
D = (X3 −D5Σ) F = (X1 + iX2) , (A.9)
and we used λ and χ to indicate λL and −i
√
2λR respectively. The non-Abelian bulk action
in N = 1 4D formalism is
SSYM5 =
∫
d5x
{
1
2
Tr
[∫
d2θWαWα +
∫
d2θ¯W¯α˙W¯
α˙
]
+
1
2g25
∫
d4θTr
[
e−2g5V∇5e2g5V
]2}
.
(A.10)
∇5 is a “covariant” derivative with the respect to the field Φ [49]:
∇5e2g5V = ∂5e2g5V − g5Φ†e2g5V − g5e2g5V Φ. (A.11)
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Let us now focus on 5D hypermultiplets. The bulk supersymmetric action is
SH5D =
∫
d5x[−(DMH)†i (DMH i)− iψ¯γMDMψ + F †iFi − g5ψ¯Σψ + g5H†i (σaXa)ijHj
+g25H
†
i Σ
2H i + ig5
√
2ψ¯λiijH
j − i
√
2g5H
†
i 
ij λ¯jψ ]. (A.12)
Hi are an SU(2)R doublet of scalars. ψ is a Dirac fermion and Fi are a doublet of scalars.
With our conventions the dimensions of (Hi, ψ, Fi) are (
3
2 , 2,
5
2). In general the hypermul-
tiplet matter will be in a representation of the gauge group with Dynkin index defined by
dδab = Tr[T aT b].
In the 4D superfield formulation, we again use the parity of the PψL = +ψL and
PψR = −ψR to group the SUSY transformations into a positive and negative parity chiral
superfields, PH = +H and PHc = −Hc:
H = H1 +
√
2θψL + θ
2(F1 +D5H2 − g5ΣH2) (A.13)
Hc = H†2 +
√
2θψR + θ
2(−F †2 −D5H†1 − g5H†1Σ) . (A.14)
The gauge transformations are H → e−ΛH and Hc → HceΛ. The N = 1 action in 4D
language is
SH5d =
∫
d5x(
∫
d4θ[H†e2g5VH+Hce−2g5VHc†]+
∫
d2θHc∇5H+
∫
d2θ¯Hc†∇5H†) . (A.15)
B Renormalisation group equations for 5D MSSM
In this section we supply the beta functions used in the main paper. We define t =
log(Q2/Q20) where we take the reference scale Q
2
0 = m
2
Z and βA = 16pi
2dA/dt. For reference
the gauge theory and the Higgs are in the bulk and matter fields are all localised to a brane.
B.1 Gauge couplings
The one loop beta function for the gauge couplings if t > Log[1/R]/Log[10] are given by
16pi2
dgi[t]
dt
= biMSSMg
3
i [t] + b
i
5Dg
3
i [t](S[t]− 1), (B.1)
where i = 1, 2, 3 and S[p] = (mZR)e
p, where p = t log[10] − log[mZ ]. For the 4D MSSM
bi = (33/5, 1,−3) and for five dimensions bi5D = (6/5,−2,−6). The fine structure constants
may be defined from αi = g
2
i /4pi. Instead one could consider including one Kaluza-Klein
mode at a time, in which case one finds
βgi =
g3i
16pi2
[
biMSSM + nb˜
i
5D
]
, βMi =
2g2iMi
16pi2
[
biMSSM + nb˜
i
5D
]
. (B.2)
We instead use the Kaluza-Klein summed expression above.
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B.2 Yukawa couplings
The beta functions for the Yukawa couplings may be related to the matrices of anomalous
dimensions
βijkY = γ
i
nY
njk + γinY
ink + γknY
ijn. (B.3)
The one-loop RGEs for Yukawa couplings in the 4D MSSM are given by (see figure 7)
β
(1)
Yu
= 3YuY
†
uYu + YuY
†
d Yd −
1
15
Yu
(
13g21 + 45g
2
2 + 80g
2
3 − 45Tr
(
YuY
†
u
))
(B.4)
β
(1)
Yd
= 3YdY
†
d Yd + YdY
†
uYu + Yd
(
− 3g22 −
16
3
g23 −
7
15
g21 + Tr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+ 3Tr
(
YdY
†
d
))
(B.5)
β
(1)
Ye
= 3YeY
†
e Ye + Ye
(
− 3g22 −
9
5
g21 + Tr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+ 3Tr
(
YdY
†
d
))
. (B.6)
(b)
A(n)µ
Q,U,D Q,U,DQ, U,D
(a)
U,D U,D
Q
H
(n)
(u,d) U,D U,DU,D
(c)
φ(n)
H
(0)
(u,d) H
(0)
(u,d)H
(n)
(u,d)
A(n)µ
(e)
H
(0)
(u,d)H
(n)
(u,d)
φ(n)
(f)
H
(0)
(u,d)
Figure 7. The wavefunction renormalisation contribution for the five dimensional Yukawas.
The five dimensional contribution is given by
β
(1)
(5D)Yu
[t] = Yu
[(
6Y †uYu + 2Y
†
d Yd
)
−
(
34
30
g21 +
9
2
g22 +
32
3
g23
)]
(B.7)
β
(1)
(5D)Yd
[t] = Yd
[
(6Y †d Yd + 2Y
†
uYu)−
(
19
30
g21 +
9
2
g22 +
32
3
g23
)]
(B.8)
β
(1)
(5D)Ye
[t] = Ye
[
6Y †e Ye −
(
33
10
g21 +
9
2
g22
)]
. (B.9)
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B.3 Trilinear soft breaking parameters
The 4D MSSM soft breaking parameters at one loop, as pictured in figure 8 in are given
by
β
(1)
Au
= +2YuY
†
dAd + 4YuY
†
uAu +AuY
†
d Yd + 5AuY
†
uYu −
13
15
g21Au − 3g22Au −
16
3
g23Au
+3AuTr
(
YuY
†
u
)
+ Yu
(
6g22M2 + 6Tr
(
Y †uAu
)
+
26
15
g21M1 +
32
3
g23M3
)
(B.10)
β
(1)
Ad
= +4YdY
†
dAd + 2YdY
†
uAu + 5AdY
†
d Yd +AdY
†
uYu −
7
15
g21Ad − 3g22Ad −
16
3
g23Ad
+3AdTr
(
YdY
†
d
)
+AdTr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+ Yd
(
2Tr
(
Y †e Ae
)
+6g22M2 + 6Tr
(
Y †dAd
)
+
14
15
g21M1 +
32
3
g23M3
)
(B.11)
β
(1)
Ae
= +4YeY
†
e Ae + 5AeY
†
e Ye −
9
5
g21Ae − 3g22Ae + 3AeTr
(
YdY
†
d
)
+AeTr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+Ye
(
2Tr
(
Y †e Ae
)
+ 6g22M2 + 6Tr
(
Y †dAd
)
+
18
5
g21M1
)
. (B.12)
H
(0)
u,d
Q˜
˜(U, D˜
Q
H˜
(n)
(u,d) U˜ , D˜
H
(0)
u,d
Q˜
U˜ , D˜
U˜ , D˜
A(n)µ , φ
(n)
U˜ , D˜
Q˜
λ(n)
Q
U,D
H
(0)
u,d
Figure 8. The diagrams contributing to the five dimensional RGEs of the Trilinear soft breaking
parameters.
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In the 5D MSSM these are given by:
β
(1)
(5D)Au
[t] = Au
((
18Y †uYu + 2Y
†
d Yd
)
−
(
34
30
g21 +
9
2
g22 +
32
3
g23
))
+ 4AdY
†
d Yu
+Yu
(
34
15
g21M1 + 9g
2
2M2 +
64
3
g23M3
)
(B.13)
β
(1)
(5D)Ad
[t] = Ad
((
18Y †d Yd + 2Y
†
uYu
)
−
(
19
30
g21 +
9
2
g22 +
32
3
g23
))
+4AuY
†
uYd + 2AeY
†
e Yd + Yd
[
19
15
g21M1 + 9g
2
2M2 +
64
3
g23M3
]
(B.14)
β
(1)
(5D)Ae
[t] = Ae
(
18Y †e Ye −
(
33
10
g21 +
9
2
g22
))
+ 6AdY
†
d Ye + Ye
(
33
5
g21M1 + 9g
2
2M2
)
.
(B.15)
B.4 Soft masses
We expect the gaugino soft masses to run following
β
(1)
Mi
[t] = 2biMSSMMi[t]g
2
i [t] + 2b
i
(5D)Mi[t]g
2
i [t](S[t]− 1). (B.16)
The scalar soft masses have five dimensional RGE contributions as pictured in figure 9.
The four dimensional MSSM contribution is
β
(1)
m2q
= − 2
15
g211|M1|2 −
32
3
g231|M3|2 − 6g221|M2|2 + 2m2HdY †d Yd + 2m2HuY †uYu + 2A†dAd
+2A†uAu +m
2
qY
†
d Yd +m
2
qY
†
uYu + 2Y
†
dm
2
dYd + Y
†
d Ydm
2
q + 2Y
†
um
2
uYu
+Y †uYum
2
q +
1√
15
g11σ1,1 (B.17)
β
(1)
m2u
= −32
15
g211|M1|2 −
32
3
g231|M3|2 + 4m2HuYuY †u + 4AuA†u + 2m2uYuY †u + 4Yum2qY †u
+2YuY
†
um
2
u − 4
1√
15
g11σ1,1 (B.18)
β
(1)
m2d
= − 8
15
g211|M1|2 −
32
3
g231|M3|2 + 4m2HdYdY †d + 4AdA†d + 2m2dYdY †d + 4Ydm2qY †d
+2YdY
†
dm
2
d + 2
1√
15
g11σ1,1 (B.19)
β
(1)
m2l
= −6
5
g211|M1|2 − 6g221|M2|2 + 2m2HdY †e Ye + 2A†eAe +m2l Y †e Ye + 2Y †em2eYe
+Y †e Yem
2
l −
√
3
5
g11σ1,1 (B.20)
β
(1)
m2e
= −24
5
g211|M1|2 + 2
(
2m2HdYeY
†
e + 2AeA
†
e + 2Yem
2
l Y
†
e +m
2
eYeY
†
e + YeY
†
em
2
e
)
+2
√
3
5
g11σ1,1 (B.21)
where
σ1,1 =
√
3
5
g1
(
− 2Tr
(
m2u
)
− Tr
(
m2l
)
−m2Hd +m2Hu + Tr
(
m2d
)
+ Tr
(
m2e
)
+ Tr
(
m2q
))
.
(B.22)
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H
(0)
(u,d) H
(0)
(u,d)H˜
(0)
(u,d)
λ(n), χ(n)
H
(0)
(u,d) H
(0)
(u,d)
Aµ
φ
(n)
L , φ
(n)
R
(a) (b)
Figure 9. The diagrams for the five dimensional renormalisation group equations of the soft scalar
masses at one loop.
In the 5D MSSM these are given by:
β
(1)
(5D)m2q
=
[
− 4
15
g211|M1|2 −
64
3
g231|M3|2 − 9g221|M2|2 +
√
2√
15
g11σ1,1
]
(B.23)
β
(1)
(5D)m2l
=
[
−12
5
g211|M1|2 − 9g221|M2|2 −
√
6
5
g11σ1,1
]
(B.24)
β
(1)
(5D)m2u
=
[
−64
15
g211|M1|2 −
64
3
g231|M3|2 − 4
√
2√
15
g11σ1,1
]
(B.25)
β
(1)
(5D)m2d
=
[
−16
15
g211|M1|2 −
64
3
g231|M3|2 + 2
√
2√
15
g11σ1,1
]
(B.26)
β
(1)
(5D)m2e
=
[
−48
5
g211|M1|2 + 2
√
6
5
g11σ1,1
]
. (B.27)
The one-loop RGE’s for the two Higgs doublet soft masses in the 4D MSSM are given by
β
(1)
m2Hd
= −6
5
g21|M1|2 − 6g22|M2|2 −
√
3
5
g1σ1,1 + 6m
2
Hd
Tr
(
YdY
†
d
)
+ 2m2HdTr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+6Tr
(
A∗dA
T
d
)
+ 2Tr
(
A∗eA
T
e
)
+ 6Tr
(
m2dYdY
†
d
)
+ 2Tr
(
m2eYeY
†
e
)
+2Tr
(
m2l Y
†
e Ye
)
+ 6Tr
(
m2qY
†
d Yd
)
(B.28)
β
(1)
m2Hu
= −6
5
g21|M1|2 − 6g22|M2|2 +
√
3
5
g1σ1,1 + 6m
2
HuTr
(
YuY
†
u
)
+6Tr
(
A∗uA
T
u
)
+ 6Tr
(
m2qY
†
uYu
)
+ 6Tr
(
m2uYuY
†
u
)
. (B.29)
In 5D MSSM the two Higgs doublet soft masses obey the RGE’s
β
(1)
(5D)m2Hd
=
[
−12
5
g21|M1|2 − 9g22|M2|2 − 2
√
3
5
g1σ1,1
]
(B.30)
β
(1)
(5D)m2Hu
=
[
−12
5
g21|M1|2 − 9g22|M2|2 + 2
√
3
5
g1σ1,1
]
. (B.31)
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B.5 Bilinear parameters µ and Bµ
The one-loop beta function of µ and Bµ in the 4D MSSM are given by:
β(1)µ = 3µTr
(
YdY
†
d
)
− 3
5
µ
(
5g22 − 5Tr
(
YuY
†
u
)
+ g21
)
+ µTr
(
YeY
†
e
)
(B.32)
β
(1)
Bµ
= 3BµTr
(
YdY
†
d
)
− 3
5
Bµ
(
5g22 − 5Tr
(
YuY
†
u
)
+ g21
)
+BµTr
(
YeY
†
e
)
+6µTr
(
AdY
†
d
)
+
6
5
µ
(
5g22M2 + 5Tr
(
AuY
†
u
)
+ g21M1
)
+ 2µTr
(
AeY
†
e
)
. (B.33)
In the 5D MSSM these are given by:
β
(1)
(5D)µ = µ
[
−6
5
g21 −
9
2
g22
]
(B.34)
β
(1)
Bµ
= −Bµ
(9
2
g22 +
6
5
g21
)
+ µ
(
9g22M2 +
12
5
g21M1
)
. (B.35)
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